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T
here are Oranges and there are Oranges, 

and this is the real deal –  completely 

hand-wired to boutiquey standards in the 

UK, a hefty hunk of potency with enormous 

knobs, the famous graphic symbols and the retina-

scorching tolex. It’s a twin EL34 head knocking out 

50W in Class AB but switchable down to a still-serious 

30W in Class A. It sounds, in a word, Orange: big, loud 

and solid, with a strong, oaky ‘clonk’ in the midrange 

and plenty of clarity at the top. By 10 or 11 o’clock 

on the preamp dial you’re out of clean territory for 

good, and anything past noon is properly, deliciously 

saturated. Flip to Class A for more sparkle and chime, 

or stick with AB for thumpy, meaty riffi ng. 

Orange is calling this ‘the defi nitive British rock 

amp’, and if you wanted to argue then you might be 

struggling for hard evidence. There are less expensive 

Oranges that sound close, but there’s a genuine 

raising of the bar here, and it’s all about subtlety. The 

Custom Shop 50 doesn’t offer a wide palette of sounds 

to choose from; it has one authoritatively glorious 

voice, and the controls provide an array of highly 

refi ned adjustments to its distinctive accent. 

A
high fi ve is owed to the person who decided 

to retire his vintage Voxes and Marshalls 

and commission Gartone to come up with an 

amp which could perform the job of both. 

This 36W head – which is switchable, and extremely 

convincingly too, down to 18W or 9W – uses four 

EL84s. It’s got pentode/triode modes, solid state/

valve rectifi er, and two channels – but they’re not 

switchable without an A/B box; this is old-school, man. 

Heck, even the master volume is defeatable. 

Insert guitar, go. Channel 1 is pure, sparkly, 

nostalgic Voxiness; Channel 2 is crunchy, Plexi-toned 

goodness through and through, and the Vibe knob 

– actually a negative feedback control – adds top 

end and gain for even more fun. With lots and lots 

of volume on tap, great tones all over the dials and 

fabulous build quality on the inside, this handwired UK 

amp is a force to be reckoned with. If nailing vintage 

Vox and Marshall-type tones sounds like your thing 

– or even creating your own great-British-amp-which-

was-never-made – then you’d be rather more than 

remiss in not considering the Gartone.

ORANGE
Custom Shop 
50 Head

GARTONE
Regal 1863c

Vitamin C for rock lovers

PRICE:£1699                                                          
CONTACT  Orange Amps, 020 8905 2828
www.orangeamps.com
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With lots of volume and great tones, this 
handwired amp is a force to be reckoned with

The Custom Shop 50 doesn’t offer a palette 
of sounds: it’s all about one glorious voice
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Over £1000

AC30 meets JTM and JMP 

PRICE: £1795
CONTACT: Gartone Amps, 07796 682530                                 
www.gartoneamps.co.uk


